Satanas – Siva
-High Priest Mageson 666

In the last article which I will repost at the bottom of this one. It’s shown the original name
of Hercules is Satan, and that Satan, Saturn is the primeval solar logos. Here we can note
that Siva is Saturn, Hercules/Satan in the East.
"The fact that in the Mahabharata Rudra, is described like Hercules...., he is in the same
[Rudra] God identified with Maha deva, and hence he is evidently the same as Siva, who has
the title of King Of Serpents." [1]

"It can be shown that the Hindu deity [Siva] is a form of Kronos or Saturn."[2]
"The serpent and pillar symbols of the Phoenician deity confirm the identification between
Saturn and the Siva of the Hindu pantheon."[3]
Alain Danielou states Siva had a primordial name as well. Which is that of the Sun God. [4]
However as its been showed the primeval name of the solar logos is Satan. However Satanas
is the full formula. Satan is still Satanas in the Sanskrit based languages of Greek and Latin.
SATANAS was also given for the eight pointed star meditation mantra by Lord Thoth and
Azazel.

Siva in the Indus Valley Aryan Civilization.

Northern European deity in full lotus as Siva is shown, this makes the alchemical yantra of
spiritual perfection note the symbol of the solar logos upon him. And the five elements of
SATANAS.

The mundra given for Satanas by the Gods is the same for SATANAMA. Which connects to
the five elements. However SATANAS is the proper full formula.
S is fire, T represents the earth element, in Egypt TA is the earth realm and we see in Latin,
Terra is earth. The t symbol also relates four fold cross which forms into the square shape
that represents earth, the root chakra has the four, the element of earth. etc. The N
represents water N is the Nu letter in the ancient language the water. A represents Air which
is connected to spirit as well. The final S represents rebirth as S is given the first meaning of
SA birth, TA life, NA, death, S rebirth. Ma is water again the Mu letter. The A repeats three
times as well making an important formula connected to spirit in the west and east mantra.

[5]
Note Siva is also spelled SAiva.
So SATANAS gives us the five elements. The serpent wand of Mercury has the power to turn
one form into another. To transmute the elements of the soul from the corruptible body
into the immortal diamond body. The wand of Mercury in the Greek images is shown with
the two Sigma letters representing the serpents. The S letter. Here we see S does represent
rebirth. The transmutation from one from into the spiritual rebirth of the perfected Solar
body. Mercury's wand is Siva's trident which is also shown with serpents around it in some
cases. [6]
In the Veda the universe, the soul is born by fire. The SA, the word of life in the Egyptian
texts.
In the east there is a mantra of Siva it’s supposed to transmute the Maha Buddha's the five
elements into spirit gold. The NAMA SIVAYA mantra. I have used this mantra tens of
thousands of times. It’s not that powerful in my experience. Remembering Siva's yantra is
the pentacle the purified five elements. And knowing SATANAS is the original name of Siva.
The proper mantra for this is most likely SATANAS. Not NAMA SIVAYA. The 8 fold star is the
star of Shamballa the abode of Siva, the perfected soul. Siva is also called Sanat Kumara,
Sanat being an anagram of Satan...SATANAS. And Sanat being called Satan by the Yezidi's.

This is why the Jews call their enemy Satan, because literally the name of the head God of
the Gentiles is Satanas. Which also relates to the serpent of energy that brings
enlightenment and divinity.
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Satan, Saturn, Satan The Sun King

Because as the Roman's state Saturn is the Sun God,, who ruled the golden age. Saturnalia
the Yule is a solar festival. Where the sun is reborn. The jews admit this in the Hebrew
gemmatria Ha Satan gets 365 the number of the sun God. The number of Mithras's, Abraxas,
Dionysus all names of the sun.The Roman's state the same. All the Gods are archetypes of
the one God, the sun God, the force of all existence. This includes the planets and Zodiac
signs. The flow of time is karma which relates to the material universe and the causation
behind it. The earth element which holds all the others together forming the material
universe. The universe is the emanation of the Black Sun. The jews are focused on the
negative aspects of this. Their Yahweh the physical planet astral forces in the lower octave
which represents the aspect of the Sun God as the time keeper and destroyer. Time is the

great devourer. The jews are told to devourer the nations in their Torah. Saturn is the Latin
name here. The Phoenician's called the Saturn the Sun God Israel. Which the jews stole for
themselves. ISIS, RA, EL. the trine power of the sun God. The physical planet Saturn is called
Shani in the original language of Sanskrit. Saturn is the name of the Sun so someone is
probably moving things around to confuse things.
Hercules the primordial sun god is properly called Sandan [1]. The D and T are
interchangeable in the ancient language. Sandan is Satan. The sun God.

In the Templar and Eastern myth the grail castle in the west is the city of Shamballa in the
east. They are both shown as the city or castle in the shape of the eightfold star with Sanat
in the center palace or the Grail king with the peacock crown the symbol of Sanat, Sanat is
an anagram of Satan. The Yedizi mention Shaitan as the Lord Of Shamballa in the Black Book.
This is Satan. The name of the solar chakra in Sanskrit means Many jewel CITY. So this points
to the sun chakra with Satan the Lord of it. The eight fold star is the map of the soul with the
center of hub the solar chakra. The sun is the king of the Gods the other chakra's. You see
the Swastika, Satan's symbol and the dual serpents united, the magnum opus. Placed on the
solar chakra in the east. Also in the East is the Peacock Satan's symbol. The Peacock is the
symbol of the sun. And the RA..inbow body the working of the sun. Satan is the 666 the sun
square. The idea of Satan as Saturn the earth element and materiality is the solar serpent is
in the root chakra ruled by the planet and element. It raises up the spine which is ruled by
the sun. The 33 deva's are the one God, Brahma or Sanat the sun God. The esoteric 33 spinal
vertebrae. The solar serpent travels up this into the crown opening the third eye and
bringing enlightenment. Sanat's banner is the Chintamani the symbol of the three nadis
meeting at the third eye and opening it. This symbol of this as the Mayurapiccha is shown
with three Peacock feathers. And adorns the Meru crown of the solar God. The symbol of
the halo of the risen power. The 666 represents the trine aspects of this serpent power. Chin
is the mundra for the moon the third eye in the east. Which also relates to the sun. The root
chakra in Sanskrit means support column it represents the Meru column which upholds the
universe, the soul. The sun God Brahma is placed in the root because it represents the
Brahma nadi. The Sushumna, SU, the sun. The solar channel. Where the solar force the
purifies the soul is generated.
The serpent of Satan is a solar symbol. The snake was called Sunake in the ancient world.
The serpent makes the Hissing S sound. The Solar prefix.
At Saturnalia, Yule. Satan's holiday we put up the Meru column as the Tree of Life, the World
Tree. With the lights and halo to represent this solar force purifying the soul. Soul means
sun. To celebrate the gift of eternal life that Satan has given us by the Magnum Opus. The
gift the jews want gone. To replace with eternal death and suffering. As the Jews are simply
evil shit lords.
All the texts state the original homeland was called Kumara Kandam and was ruled by Sanat
Kumara. Satan. This is also allegorical for the perfected soul. The Land Of Eternal Youth. Love
the gift of your soul, meditate today and everyday. Meditation every day keeps the jew
away.
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